
 

Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte: “Europe
must listen to the people”
 
Europe is facing “a fork in the road”, as “the people are urgently asking to be heard,”
Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte told MEPs on Tuesday.
 
In a plenary debate on the future of Europe, the Italian Prime Minister said: “This is a valuable
opportunity to reverse the process of detachment between rulers and governed, which if fed
could lead to the European project imploding”. The prerequisite for relaunching it, are "solidarity
and cohesion between the member states”.
 
Foreign policy
 
Among the challenges to be tackled to galvanise the European integration process, Conte
mentioned the need for a common EU seat in the UN Security Council, strengthening relations
with the USA, a strong dialogue with Russia and China and the creation of a true European
common defence.
 
Migration
 
Conte stressed the need for a stable solution to manage migration flows, including so-called
secondary movements, based on real solidarity between member states. He also asked for a
new approach to Africa’s problems, through a partnership of equals.
 
Economy and growth
 
Overcoming austerity means “balancing growth and stability” and committing to the values of
social solidarity and sustainable development, said Conte. He then called for more investment in
youth, education and innovation, and for priority to be given to employment and the creation of
tools for growth.
 
More powers to the EP
 
He concluded by saying that the European Parliament should have more powers, including the
right of inquiry and the right to initiate legislation, in order to restore Europe’s credibility in the
eyes of its citizens.
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You can watch the plenary debate via EP Live and EbS+.
 
Speakers’ interventions are available by clicking on the links below.
 
 
 Opening statement by Antonio TAJANI, EP President
 
Statement by Giuseppe CONTE, Italian Prime Minister
 
Opening statement by Jyrki KATAINEN, Vice-President of the EC in charge of Jobs, Growth,
Investment and Competitiveness
 
 
Manfred WEBER (EPP, DE)
 
Udo BULLMANN (S&D, DE)
 
Raffaele FITTO (ECR, IT)
 
Guy VERHOFSTADT (ALDE, BE)
 
Eleonora FORENZA (GUE/NGL, IT)
 
Philippe LAMBERTS (Greens/EFA, BE)
 
Laura AGEA (EFDD, IT)
 
Mara BIZZOTTO (ENF, IT)
 
 
 
End of debate: response of Giuseppe CONTE, catch the eye and conclusions
 
Contacts 
 
 
Federico DE GIROLAMO
Press Officer / Editorial Coordinator for Committees

(+32) 2 28 31389 (BXL)
(+33) 3 881 72850 (STR)
(+32) 498 98 35 91
federico.degirolamo@europarl.europa.eu
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http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/plenary/video?date=12-02-2019
https://ec.europa.eu/avservices/ebs/schedule.cfm?sitelang=en&page=3&institution=&date=02/12/2019
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-opening-statement-by-antonio-tajani-ep-president-17_I167322-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-statement-by-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-17_I167323-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-opening-statement-by-jyrki-katainen-vice-president-of-the-ec-in-charge-of-jobs-growth-investment-and-competitiveness_I167324-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-one-round-of-political-group-speakers---manfred-weber-epp-de-17_I167325_01-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-one-round-of-political-group-speakers-udo-bullmann-sd-de_I167325_02-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-one-round-of-political-group-speakers---raffaele-fitto-ecr-it_I167325_03-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-one-round-of-political-group-speakers----guy-verhofstadt-alde-be-17_I167325_04-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-one-round-of-political-group-speakers---eleonora-forenza-guengl-it-_I167325_05-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-one-round-of-political-group-speakers---philippe-lamberts-greensefa-be-_I167325_06-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-one-round-of-political-group-speakers-laura-agea-efdd-it_I167325_07-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-the-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister-one-round-of-political-group-speakers-mara-bizzotto-enf-it_I167325_08-V_rv
https://multimedia.europarl.europa.eu/en/debate-on-future-of-europe-with-giuseppe-conte-italian-prime-minister_10905_pk
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